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Abstract 
The goal of the present study was to establish the nature of 
visual input (featural vs holistic) and the mode of its 
presentation that facilitates best audio-visual speech 
perception. Sixteen participants were asked to repeat 
acoustically strongly and mildly degraded syllables, presented 
in auditory and three audio-visual conditions, within which 
one contained holistic and two contained featural visual 
information. The featural audio-visual conditions differed in 
characteristics of talker’s mouth presentation. Data on correct 
repetitions and participants fixations duration in talker’s mouth 
area were collected. The results showed that the facilitative 
effect of visual information on speech perception depended 
upon both auditory input degradation level and the visual 
presentation format, while eye-movement behavior was only 
affected by the visual input format. Featural information, when 
presented in a format containing no high contrast elements, 
was overall the most efficient visual aid for speech perception. 
It was also in this format that the fixations duration on talker’s 
mouth was the longest. The results are interpreted with a stress 
on differences in attentional and perceptual processes that the 
different visual input formats most likely induced.  

Keywords: Audio-visual speech perception, featural 
processing, holistic processing, noise degradation paradigm, 
eye-movement 

1. Introduction 
In order to achieve an optimal speed and accuracy, human 
perception is often based upon multisensory integration; that 
is, an integration of information on events and/or objects 
provided by different sensory modalities. Perceiving natural 
speech when hearing a talker’s voice and seeing her/his face is 
a perfect example of multimodal perception. Indeed, the 
beneficial nature of a multimodal, audio-visual, input is well 
established for speech perception. Not only does adding visual 
information on articulatory movement to a congruent auditory 
speech input lower auditory signal detection threshold in noisy 
settings [1], it also facilitates speech perception and 
comprehension either with degraded [2]-[5] or intact auditory 
input [6]. A further evidence for the implication of visual 
information in speech perception comes from the McGurk 
effect which demonstrates that there is an audio-visual fusion 
in multimodal speech processing, leading to a unified percept 
which combines the characteristics of both auditory and visual 
modalities [7].    

An important issue in multimodal speech perception is to 
identify the visual cues that are needed for optimal accuracy in 
perception of phonetic information and, in extension, the 
nature of visual speech processing (featural vs holistic). On 
one hand it has been well established that the lips of a talker, 
and even more so her/his entire mouth, are the most crucial 

facial components of visual speech [8]-[10]. On the other hand 
however, there is much less clarity about the possible 
additional facilitative role of a holistic facial input compared 
to the featural, mouth-only information. Indeed, in the latter 
vein of research, the results are somewhat conflicting. A few 
authors found some evidence about the holistic nature of 
visual and audio-visual speech perception by observing either 
facial inversion effects in speech perception [11], [12], or an 
important activity in the right fusiform gyrus during 
multimodal speech perception when auditory signal was 
degraded by noise [13]. In the first case, the fact that visual 
facilitation of speech perception is smaller when seeing 
inverted faces is attributed to a disruption that the face 
inversion causes in processing of spatial relationships between 
facial features, thus primarily affecting holistic type of face 
processing [14]. In the second case, the right fusiform gyrus 
seems to be implicated in establishing representations of facial 
identity which is thought to require featural, and even to a 
greater extent holistic processes [15].  

If visual speech perception is indeed holistic in its nature, 
one would expect that a featural, mouth-restricted information 
should have a lesser facilitative effect on audio-visual speech 
perception than a holistic, whole-face-related information. 
Nevertheless, in this vein of reasoning, the results of previous 
studies do not unanimously confirm this hypothesis. Indeed, 
while using the noise-degradation paradigm, some authors 
found poorer speech perception with mouth-only displays 
[16], [17] but others observed no difference between mouth-
only and full-face displays [9], [18], [19].  

The question of why such differences in the results of 
previous studies have appeared was addressed by Thomas and 
Jordan [19]. The authors pointed out methodological issues 
related to the mode of presentation of featural, mouth-only 
visual input. Firstly, mouth-only displays were sometimes not 
restricted to oral area alone but were extended to mandible and 
larynx [16], [18]. Secondly, in some previous studies, a 
window technique was used in editing mouth-only displays in 
which facial context was covered with an opaque masque, thus 
creating high visual contrast between the region that was left 
exposed and the rest of the display. However, it was suggested 
that such a format of presentation could lead to ambiguity in 
the interpretation of visual information [20]. Moreover, the use 
of window technique may also affect attentional and 
perceptual processing either by diverting a viewer’s gaze from 
the region left exposed to the occluded area [8], or, in the 
contrary, by encouraging the focus of the highlighted 
unoccluded area. When studying a possible difference in the 
role of holistic vs fetural visual information in multimodal 
speech perception, each of these methodological issues seems 
thus clearly problematic for the validity of the results.  

Keeping in mind these methodological concerns, Thomas 
and Jordan [19] addressed the question by simply extracting 
the talker’s mouth and placing it on a uniform background of 
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facial color. When degrading the auditory input with noise, the 
authors found a slight but insignificant tendency towards the 
superiority of featural presentation format which led them to 
conclude the vision of a talker’s mouth is sufficient for an 
optimal processing of phonetic cues carried by the visual 
information.  

However, since the study did not include a window mouth-
only format, nothing can be said about whether or not the 
differences in the results of previous studies were indeed 
related to the mode of visual information presentation. 
Furthermore, another important methodological question, 
notably the noise level used to degrade the auditory input, was 
not taken into account in Thomas and Jordan’s study [19], 
although it is thought to affect the size of facilitative effect of 
visual information in multimodal perception conditions [20], 
[21]. The influence that the noise level has on multimodal 
speech perception might also come as a consequence of its 
potential effect on attentional and perceptual processes. 
Thinking intuitively, it seems possible that higher noise 
intensity would encourage the viewer to fixate in a greater 
extent the mouth of the talker, whereby creating a condition in 
which a possible advantage of a holistic visual input is 
diminished.  

The goal of the present study was to contribute to the 
debate on the nature of visual information needed for optimal 
extraction of phonetic information from visual speech by 
taking into account both window and extraction format of 
fetural, mouth-only input presentation, as well as the level of 
degradation of auditory input. Moreover, in order to further 
explore attentional processes underlying multimodal 
perception in this context, we considered not only subjects’ 
verbal responses to multimodal speech stimuli, but also their 
eye-movement behavior during visual information processing. 
Our hypotheses were as follows: i) In line with the results of 
Ross et al. study [21], [22], we predicted that the overall 
contribution of visual information to speech perception would 
be more important in the conditions with poorer intelligibility 
of auditory signal. ii) Following Thomas and Jordan’s 
reasoning [19], we expected that the contribution of visual 
information to speech perception would be greater and similar 
for the holistic full-face and the featural mouth-extracted 
formats of presentation as compared to the featural mouth-
window format. iii) Taking into account our intuitive 
proposition that the higher level of auditory signal degradation 
would affect the viewer’s attentional processes in such a way 
that she/he would be mostly focused on the speaker’s mouth, 
we thought that the difference in the facilitative effect of 
visual information between the full-face and the mouth-
extracted formats on one hand and the mouth-window format 
on the other hand should be diminished in high noise 
condition. As for the eye-movement behavior, we 
hypothesized that i) the observers would fixate the speaker’s 
mouth longer when the visual information would be presented 
with the holistic and the mouth-extracted formats; ii) the 
observers would fixate the speaker’s mouth longer in the 
condition with higher noise level of auditory signal 
degradation; iii) the difference in the fixations duration of the 
talker’s mouth between the full-face and the mouth-extracted 
format on one hand, and the mouth-window format on the 
other hand would decrease with increasing level of auditory 
signal degradation.  

2. Method 

2.1. Participants 
Sixteen adults participated in the study (age range: 18-40; 
mean age: 25,13; SD: 6,57). The criteria for subjects’ 
inclusion in the study were i) being a native speaker of French; 
ii) having no neurological and/or psychiatric condition; iii) 
having normal or corrected vision and normal hearing 
capacities. These were all reported data collected through an 
interview prior to the testing phase of the experiment. 

2.2. Stimuli 
Critical trials in the experiment consisted of 16 consonant-
vowel syllables (/ba/, /da/, /fa/, /ga/, /ka/, /la/, /ma/, /na/, /pa/, 
/ a/, /sa/, / a/, /ta/, /va/, /za/, /ʒ a/) which were presented 
audio-visually under two signal-to-noise ratio levels (SNR-6 
and SNR-12) and within four visual formats. One of the visual 
formats contained only a static play icon and was used for 
audio-only (AO) condition (see Fa_AO_6.avi and 
Fa_AO_12.avi for an example of this type of stimuli in the 
two noise level conditions); while the other three formats each 
comprised visual speech elements. Notably, in the audio-visual 
face (AVF) format the speaker’s entire face and neck were 
visible (see Fa_AVF_6.avi and Fa_AVF_12.avi for an 
example of this type of stimuli in the two noise level 
conditions), in the audio-visual mouth-extracted (AVM-E) 
format only the talker’s mouth was present, placed on the 
facially-colored background (see Fa_AVM-E_6.avi and 
Fa_AVM-E_12.avi for an example of this type of stimuli in 
the two noise level conditions), finally, in the audio-video 
mouth-window (AVM-W) format, only the talker’s oral area 
was visible through a static rectangular window with the rest 
of the face occluded by obscure black regions (see Fa_AVM-
W_6.avi and Fa_AVM-W_12.avi for an example of this type 
of stimuli in the two noise level conditions). The rectangular 
area in the AVM-W format was as large as to allow a clear 
scene of the talker’s mouth at the maximum mouth opening. 

In addition to the critical trials items, two other syllables 
(/oua/ and /�a/) were recorded for the same noise and 
presentation format conditions. They were used as 
demonstration items.  

The talker was a 30 year old female who was a native 
speaker of French. She was recorded upon a light background 
under normal lightning conditions and was given the 
instruction to pronounce the items clearly but with no 
exaggeration in the articulation and with a constant, monotone 
intonation.  

The videos were digitally remastered with the Adobe 
Premier Pro CS5.5. Their final length was of 2 seconds within 
which the pronounced syllable was centered. The audio 
recordings were processed with the Adobe Audition CS5.5 
software. The syllables were kept at -32dBFS (RMS) and the 
added pink noise was kept at -20dBFS (RMS) for SNR-12 and 
at -26dBFS (RMS) for SNR-6. The noise was presented in 
synchrony with the videos. Participants were wearing 
headphones in the experiment and were asked to adjust the 
volume level by themselves. 

2.3. Task 
The participants were asked to pay attention to the videos and 
to repeat orally, as clearly as possible, the sounds they have 
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perceived. They were encouraged to try even if they were not 
completely sure of what they have perceived. 

2.4. Procedure 
The experiment consisted of two phases: i) demonstration of 
testing material; ii) testing phase. During the first phase, the 
participants were shown examples of different types of 
experimental stimuli. Syllables /oua/ and /�a/ were shown in 
all eight modes of presentation. During the testing phase, the 
stimuli were administered by blocks, each corresponding to 
one of four modes of visual information presentation (AO, 
AVF, AVM-E and AVM-W). Each block was further divided 
into two sub-blocks, each corresponding to one of the two 
SNR levels. The order of the four audio-visual presentation 
format blocks was partially counterbalanced in such a way that 
each condition was preceded and followed at least once by 
every other condition, which resulted into four different 
condition orders. Out of the 16 participants, 4 were assigned to 
each condition order, for half of them the blocks started with a 
sub-block of SNR-12 and ended with the sub-block of SNR-6, 
and for the other half of participants the order of the sub-
blocks was inversed. Inside of each sub-block stimuli were 
presented in a random order. The inter-stimuli interval was of 
2 seconds. During the testing phase the participants’ eye-
movements were recorded with the use of Tobii 1750 eye-
tracker. 

3. Results 
A two-way repeated measures ANOVA was conducted on the 
collected verbal and eye-movement data. The factor SNR 
consisted of two modalities, SNR-6 for medium to weak 
auditory signal degradation (which corresponded to 55% of 
correctly identified stimuli in the AO condition) and SNR-12 
for strong auditory signal degradation (which corresponded to 
31% of correctly identified stimuli in the AO condition). The 
factor Visual Information Format consisted of three modalities 
corresponding to the AVF, the AVM-E and the AVM-W 
format. As usual, the AO mode of stimuli presentation was 
used as a comparison condition.  

The verbal data consisted of the differences in the number 
of correct repetitions between each AV and the AO condition. 
These differences, expressed in terms of percentage in the 
present study, are commonly referred to as the AV gain. As for 
the eye-tracking measures, the total fixations duration in the 
talker’s oral-region (as defined in the AVM-W format and 
transposed to the AVF and the AVM-E formats) was taken 
into account for ANOVA analysis. 

3.1. Verbal data (AV gain data) 
The ANOVA analysis showed a significant main effect of both 
factors, SNR (F(1,15)=9,741; p<0,007; �р²=0,394) and Visual 
Information Format (F(2,30)=4,577; p<0,020; �р²=0,234). 
Post-hoc paired t-test analysis showed that a mean AV gain 
was significantly lower with the AVF format as opposed to the 
AVM-E format (t(31)=-3,572; p<0,001) and also as opposed 
to the AVM-W format (t(31)=-2,784; p<0,009). The effect of 
Noise Level x Visual Information Format turned out to be 
significant as well (F(2,30)=8,316; p<0,002; �р²=0,357). 
Paired t-test post-hoc analysis revealed the following 
significant differences in mean AV gain: i) the AV gain in the 
AVM-E was superior to the one in the AVF condition at the 
SNR-6 (t(15)=3,000; p<0,009); ii) at the SNR-12, the AV gain 

in the AVM-W was also superior to the one obtained with the 
AVF format (t(15)=4,044; p<0,001); iii) finally, the AV gain 
for the AVM-E format was superior to the one found in the 
AVM-W condition at the SNR-6 (t(15)=2,449; p<0,027). In 
addition, at the SNR-12, the difference in the AV gain 
between the AVB-E and the AVF conditions was very close to 
being statistically  significant (t(15)=2,030; p<0,060) with the 
gain being higher in the AVB-E condition. (See Figure 1 for a 
graphical representation of results.) 

3.2. Eye-movement data 
For the eye-movement data, only the main effect of factor 
Visual Information Format was significant (F(2,30)=7,193; 
p<0,009; �р²=0,643). Paired t-test post-hoc analysis revealed 
that all mean differences were significant (AVF vs AVM-E 
condition (t(31)=-3,774; p<0,001); AVF vs AVM-W 
(t(31)=2,304; p<0,028); AVM-E vs AVM-W condition 
(t(31)=5,284; p<0,001). The longest fixations duration of the 
talker’s oral area was found in the AVM-E condition, while in 
the AVM-W condition the fixations duration of the area of 
interest was the shortest in the experiment. (See Figure 2 for a 
graphical representation of results.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1.  Mean percentage of AV gain with the AVF, the 
AVM-E and the AVM-W formats under the two SNR 
conditions. (The bars are representing standard error.) 
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Figure 2. Mean fixations duration in the talker’s oral area 
under the three Visual Information Format conditions. (The 
bars are representing standard error.) 

4. Discussion 

4.1. Results from verbal data 
In the exception of significant effect of factor SNR, the results 
from verbal data do not confirm our hypotheses. As expected, 
a greater AV gain was found in the lower SNR condition 
(SNR-12) which shows that the visual speech input is 
especially helpful for speech perception when the 
unintelligibility, and thus unreliability of the auditory input is 
high.  

The rest of the results might appear as somewhat 
surprising. In point of fact, both featural information 
presentation formats (AVM-E and AVM-W) turned out to be 
more efficient for multimodal speech perception than the 
holistic information presentation format (AVF). While 
differences between AVM-E and AVF formats were either 
significant or very close to being statistically significant at 
both SNR levels, the difference between AVM-W and AVF 
format was only (but highly) significant at the lowest SNR. On 
one hand, such results suggest that, when presented without 
any high-contrast regions, featural mouth-centered information 
is more facilitative of multimodal speech perception than 
holistic information, which might either not or only slightly 
depend upon the quality of auditory signal. On the other hand, 
even when featural information is presented within obscure 
regions, it is more helpful for speech perception than holistic 
information when the auditory signal is highly unreliable. It 
thus seems that, in adults, featural visual input is more 
successfully processed in respect to phonetic information that 
it carries than the holistic input.  

4.2. Eye-movement results 
The eye-movement results confirm one of our initial 
hypotheses. We found that the viewer does indeed fixate the 
talker’s oral area longer when it is presented in a holistic AVF 
or in a featural AVM-E format than in a featural AVM-W 
format. This result implies that the use of high-contrast regions 
when aiming to expose a featural information does indeed 

affect eye-movement behavior in the way that the viewer’s 
gaze is drawn from the exposed area towards the regions that 
were surrounding it. From our initial rationale, such a result 
indicates that the mode of visual input presentation affects 
attentionnal mechanisms in viewer. Nevertheless, the viewer’s 
visual attention does not seem to depend upon the degree of 
auditory input intelligibility. 

4.3. Results from both sets of data combined 
Taking the results of both sets of data into account, the fact 
that a viewer fixates longer on the talker’s oral area seems 
only partially assimilated to a greater multimodal speech 
perception accuracy. As a matter of fact, while the AVM-E 
format in which the speaker’s oral area was fixated the longer 
was also the format which was the most facilitative for 
multimodal speech perception, the AVF and the AVM-W 
formats represent a difference in sense of relationship between 
fixations duration in the speaker’s oral area (high in the AVF 
and low in the AVM-W format) and the importance of 
facilitation of speech perception (low in the AVF and high in 
the AVM-W format). This is an important aspect in the 
comparison of the results of both sets of data that might mark 
a difference between different types and levels of processing. 
It seems possible that, in the AVM-W condition, the viewer’s 
gaze was drawn towards obscure regions which did not really 
trigger profound processing (indeed, there was nothing there to 
process). The viewer could thus successfully process 
featurally-presented visual speech that was encoded from 
peripheral vision. It is known that the peripheral vision is 
particularly sensitive to movement which is the type of 
information that is very important in multimodal speech 
perception. On the contrary, in the AVF condition, while 
viewer’s gaze stayed well fixated on the speaker’s oral area, 
the information from peripheral vision could have engaged the 
viewer in somewhat more profound processing of facial-
context-related holistic information which was possibly aimed 
at the establishing of some level of representations about 
talker’s identity. The fact that i) adults are experts in holistic 
face processing [23], [24]; ii) the implication of the right 
fusiform gyrus in acoustically-degraded multimodal speech 
perception was found [13]; and iii) audio-visual speech 
perception is sensitive to face inversion effect [11], [12] do 
indeed point towards an implication of holistic processing of 
visual speech perception in conditions where the talker’s face 
is visible. Yet, none of these elements indicates that holistic 
processing of facial information is facilitative of extracting 
acoustic cues from visual input; it might as well be the 
opposite.  

5. Conclusions 
The results of the present study suggest that multimodal 
speech perception, as well as visual attention mechanisms, 
depend greatly both on the type of visual input (featural vs 
holistic), and on the characteristics of visual input 
presentation. Adult subjects seem to benefit the most from 
featural visual information, possibly because it allows the 
viewer to engage exclusively (or almost exclusively) in 
processing of visually-conducted phonetic information. On the 
contrary, holistic, face-related visual information might induce 
some level of face identity processing, thus allowing a less 
profound processing of speech-related visual information. 
Further research is needed on the subject. 
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